Workshop details for 27th February "Mercury The Winged Messenger"
7pm START
Container for Design 1: Oasis container that holds a brick (block) of oasis (the
shallow oblong one). You can bring it soaked but do not secure it to the oasis
dish.
Something your container will sit on to elevate it a bit (just so it’s not sitting flat on a
table etc).

Containers for Design 2 (Double placement): Two (2) x round dishes or square
rounds. Approx 1/3rd block of oasis in each. One container will need to be elevated
on top of a vase or a stand approx 10 or so inches high. Remember your design
will be heavier on the top so you might need to weight what you are using to
elevate. The oasis can be secured in these ready for use and attached to your
vase/stand ---- or you can do it at club.

Flowers (the list of flowers & items will be sufficient for all arrangements)
10-12 Yellow Single Carnations --- You do need yellow
Bunch Roses (10) --- Colour of your choice – or mixed colours
Bunch red roses or red/yellow two tone (5 or 6) – or bunch of the small floribunda
roses – whatever the supermarket or wherever you get your flowers has.
Bunch spray carnations with mixed colours peach/red/pink/purple (try to steer clear
of white) – Or if you can’t get these a bunch of peach
2-3 stems red spray chrysanthemums
6 Midelino sticks – (Colour does not matter but you do need 2 of each colour) -- Midelino sticks available to purchase at club
Foliages
Small and medium size forms of filler foliage i.e., Viburnum, Ivy/ivy berries,
Pittosporum, Hebe, Box, Conifer etc etc (you do not huge leaves). If you have
some Skimmia with the red berries that would fit in well.
If you have a few pink flowers they too would fit in nicely – could be artificial – again
don’t get buying anything special we have things like that in stock

